
ST HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS

MOUFLON HUNT IN CZECHIA. 

OUTSTANDING FREE RANGE
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The mouflon ram hunting days occur in open grounds inside protected natural area mainly covered with mixed forests (broad-leaved and conifer forests). The
forests cover over 60% of the total surface, in hectares it is almost 40 thousands. This area ranks among the most interesting hunting areas of the Czech
Republic. The roots of hunting go deep into history, this area is even said to be the cradle of Czech hunting. It was a royal hunt. Prince Jaromír, Břetislav II,
Přemysl Otakar I, Karel IV hunted here. and Wenceslas IV. It was thanks to the favor of the Czech rulers that this area was never deforested and industrialized
on a large scale, and thus preserved its almost original appearance until the present day. In these intact forests there is a good population of mouflons, red
deer, roe deer and wild boar. Many medal mouflon rams are hunted during each hunting season with trophies up to 230 CIC Points. Below you can see pictures
of a few trophies of rams hunted in November 2022 by our guests in this amazing area. Besides the excellent game population this area is home for over 160
species of birds and 750 species of butterflies. Our hunting guests are bewitched by these amazing landscapes and consider their hunt there an experience of a
lifetime.

HUNTING AREA
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The Château features a restaurant, fitness centre, a bar and shared lounge. Among the facilities at this property are a
24-hour front desk and room service, along with free WiFi throughout the property. Free private parking is available.
The hotel will provide guests with air-conditioned rooms offering a desk, a safety deposit box, a flat-screen TV and a
private bathroom with a shower. Guest rooms at Château are equipped with a seating area. Guests at the
accommodation can enjoy a continental or a buffet breakfast. Guests can enjoy the spa and wellness centre, take a dip
into the indoor pool, have a game of billiards, or organise trips at the tour desk.

Accommodation
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MOUFLON PRICE LIST

Bronze: 185 – 194,99 CIC

Silver: 195 – 204,99 CIC

Gold: 205 + CIC

Wounding ram: price that refers to 50 % of CIC Points value estimated by 
hunting guide

FIXED CHARGES

3 HUNTING DAYS /4 NIGHTS IN 5 STAR HOTEL WITH FULL BOARD

Administration fee

Language support

Czech temporary hunting license and insurance

Hunting guide

4 nights in double room-single use with full board  

Total amount:   2350 € per person

Ram with horns up to 170: 600 €

170,00 – 179,99: 800 €

180,00 – 184,99: 1100 €

185,00 – 189,99: 1500 €

190,00 – 194,99: 1800 €

195,00 – 199,99: 2100 €

200,00 – 204,99: 2500 €

205,00 – 209,99: 2900 €

210,00 – 219,99: 3200 € + 100 € each additional point

220,00 – 229,99: 4200 € + 150 € each additional point

230,00 +: 5700 € + 200 € each additional point
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TAXIDERMIST
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Mouflons shoulder mounts by our skilled Czech taxidermist

In case of successful hunts, trophies of our

guests are usually prepared by a Czech

taxidermist partner of St. Hubertus Hunting

Tours. Prices of shoulder mount, fan mount or

full mount upon request. Hand made wooden

hunting pads.

Our prices include transport from hunting areas 

to workshop of taxidermist and preparation of 

trophies.

Preparation of docs, packaging and shipping to

your address: based on number of trophies and

weight of package we will work up a quote.

Detail of mouflon prepared by taxidermist our partner

Fallow Buck prepared by taxidermist our partner

Tusker prepared by taxidermist our partner
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Tourist attractions nearby the hunting area

This castle is a must when hunting in this area. Located right in the center of the hunting grounds
offers much more than just a history lesson. The origins date back to the 12th century, the castle
complex was built during the reign of the most powerful of Boemian kings, Premysl Otakar II
named also the Iron and golden King for its power and walth, although a more appropriate would
be a nickname of Silver king, considering that Bohemian kingdom had the largest reserves of this
precious metal in Europe in the Middle Ages. This castle offers beautiful interior very well
perserved together with important collections of Art.



Summer residence of Czechoslovak and Czech presidents

Close to the hunting area you can visit a baroque chateau that has a very specific importance to the Czech people. This chateau was originally a wooden
fortress, firstly mentioned in chronicles in the 14th century, and after the reconstructions in Renaissance period and another one in the 17th century, it has a 
baroque façade. It used to be a preferred place of the very first Czechoslovak president Tomas Garrigue Masaryk where he was meeting the intellectual elite of 
the country and was chosen as his residence after his resignation in 1935. Himself and his family are buried on the local cemetery, place that become a symbol of 
freedom and democracy during the difficult times of Communist dictatorial regime.

Nowadays the chateau keeps its role as summer residence of Czech presidents, it is open to public together with its beautiful park.
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Czech Republic is a small European country with incredibly various natural and architectonical richness. The lands of Bohemia and Moravia boast over 1200 years of history and the lack of
major disasters during the two big wars in the 20th century let the architecture gems well preserved and in towns center you can admire from Roman to Gothic and Baroque styles in
incredible largeness.
Prague, the capital city of the country, is the one of the major attractions for tourists from all over the world. The complex of Prague castle, founded in 880 a.C., is the largest castle complex
worldwide and it creates the unique panorama of the city. Prague today is a vibrant metropolis that offers cultural and gastronomical satisfaction not only for tourists but also locals and
high number of expats settled there.
Apart from Prague there is so much to visit in Czech Republic. The country is divided in the lands of Bohemia, Moravia and Slesia. South Bohemia offers picturesque landside with incredible
number of castles and small chateaus. That’s thanks to noble families of Rozmberk and Schwarzenberg who had their residence there.
Western Bohemia is the spa area of the country, with the so called spa triangle made by the towns of Karlovy Vary, Marianske lazne and Frantiskovy lazne.
Southern Moravia on the other hand is the wine land with charming small towns and hills with wine yards.

VISIT THE CZECH REPUBLIC 
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Given the central location of the
Czech Republic and the fact of
being for a long time part of the
Austrian Empire, in the local
gastronomy you will find some
items in common with Austrian
and Hungarian cuisine. Typical
Czech dishes are usually with
meat; roasted duck, svickova (beef
steak with bread dumplings and
cream sauce) or goulash are a
must here. Though Czech Republic
is more of a beer country, all the
mentioned dishes are well
accompanied by a pint of Plzen,
local wine production is not to be
forgotten at all. Thanks to the
climate in Czechia the wine
production offers excellent white
wines, some of them awarded on
prestigious events, such as gold
medal for Josef Valihrach from
Chardonnay-du-Monde in 2014
and 2020.

CZECH GASTRONOMY
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